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From the limit of detectability presented above, 
one may conclude that t/T112 >, 23·7. Using the 
value• of 1·7 x 107 yr. for T 112, we obtain t):,- 0·41 x 
109 yr. I. Noddack and W. Noddack reported a value 
of3·5 x 10-•p.p.m. by weight ofiodineinmeteorites5 • 

This value is considerably lower than that reported 
by Fellenberg. It is very doubtful whether the iodine 
content of meteorites is any lower than the value of 
3·5 X IO-• p.p.m. reported by the Noddacks. Using 
this lower value, we obtain t/T112 >, 17·4. It is clear 
that this calculation is very insensitive to such a 
change in the iodine abundance. The critical effect 
is, of course, that of xenon diffusion. H. C. Urey 
(personal communication) has pointed out that the 
iodine in stony meteorites may be bound on the sur
faces of the mineral grains, and hence, the loss of 
xenon by diffusion might be greatly facilitated. This 
effect would cause the calculated lower limit for t to 
be too large. 

The •0A-4°K age reported for the Beardsley 
meteorite is 4·8 ± 0·2 x 109 yr.1 ; thus, a lower 
limit of 5 ·0 x 109 yr. for the time since the formation 
of the elements is obtained. 

If the assumptions mentioned above are valid, and 
if the Earth and the meteorites are cogenetic, all 
the radioactive elements with half-lives short com
pared to 4 x 108 yr. would have decayed in the 
time interval between nucleogenesis and the forma
tion of the Earth and would, therefore, not contribute 
to the heating of the primeval Earth. 
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Distribution-in-Speed of Fading 
of 150-kc./s. Waves 

A CONSIDERABLE amount of work has been done 
on the 'speed of fading' of radio waves1- 3 • This 
quantity, often referred to as VT, denotes the change 
in the amplitude in a certain time, -., expressed as 
a fraction of the root mean square amplitude of 
the wave. The first-order theory indicates that the 
distribution-in-speed should be a normal one repre
sentable by: 

2 

p(v,) = exp ( =!.:_/4e:} 
y41te: 

It has, however, been pointed out4• 5 that, if the lag 
-. used for the computation of v, be large, the first
order theory breaks down and the distribution 
assumes a form : 

( ) exp ( -v~/4e:) ( ) p VT = __.___,_-=-'-'----' Cjl E 1 VT 
y41te: 

where cp is a monotonically decreasing function of v,, 
the rate of decrease depending on the parameter e:, 
This leads to a distribution narrower than normal, 
which we will denote as the modified Gaussian dis
tribution. 

The value of the lag -. for which the breakdown 
becomes appreciable is greater the smaller the fre
quency of the radio wave. Hence it can be expected 
that the deviation from the normal form of the 
distribution will be evident more readily at higher 
frequencies than at lower frequencies. 

Workers at Cambridge•,•, using short waves, found 
distributions significantly narrower than normal. An 
extension of the analysis to lower frequencies has 
been made by us at the Pennsylvania State Univer
sity, using the fading of 150 kc./s. waves. The slow 
rate of fading of these waves made it necessary for 
us to use much larger time lags than those used by 
the Cambridge School. However, no significant 
deviation from normality has been found. Fig. 1 
indicates a typical distribution-in-speed. We have 
superposed the corresponding normal and modified 
Gaussian distributions on the histogram. It will be 
seen how the histogram is statistically indistinguish
able from the normal. Also, the expected theoretical 
deviation is so small that a statistical distinction 
would not be possible. This seems to bear out the 
previous prediction that the similarity to the normal 
distribution would be more pronounced with long 
waves than with short waves. 
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Fig. 1. Histogram for speed of fading with a lag of 20 sec. on 
March 8, 1952, at 0000. The normal distribution with e = 0·19 
is shown superposed as a solid line. The dotted line shows the 

modified Gaussian distribution 
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